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Lastingness: The Art of Old Age [Nicholas Delbanco] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. America
grows older yet stays focused on its young. Whatever hill we try to climb, we're over it by fifty and should that
hill involve entertainment or athletics we're finished long before. But if younger is better
Inquisitively interesting view, sometimes raw, of the creative mind into old age. In LASTINGNESS, Nicholas
Delbanco, one of America's most celebrated men of letters, profiles great geniuses in the fields of visual art,
literature, and music-Monet, Verdi, O'Keeffe, Yeats, among others - searching for the answers to why some
artists' work diminishes with age, while others' reaches its peak.
The book describes the creative achievements in old age of a number of famous persons in the fields of
writing,music, and painting. The tales are interesting in themselves, and invite reflection on the question of a
happy and productive old age, whether one is famous or not. It's a good subject, to which he brings a lot of both
information and reflection. Definitely recommended.
America grows older yet stays focused on its young. Whatever hill we try to climb, we're "over" it by fifty and
should that hill involve entertainment or athletics we're finished long before.
Welcome,you are looking at books for reading, the Lastingness The Art Of Old Age, you will able to read or
download in Pdf or ePub books and notice some of author may have lock the live reading for some of country.
Therefore it need a FREE signup process to obtain the book. If it available for your country it will shown as
book reader and user fully subscribe will benefit by having full access to all books.Click and join the free full
access now.
Lastingness: The Art of Old Age By Nicholas Delbanco Hardcover, 272 pages Grand Central Publishing List
Price: $24.99. In Monet's case, it was his failing eyesight that posed the greatest threat ...
“Lucid, perceptive, and broad-ranging, LASTINGNESS speaks to the greatest anxiety of the creative with
wisdom-infused passion. This is a work to take gratefully to heart.”
America grows older yet stays focused on its young. Whatever hill we try to climb, we're 'over' it by fifty and
should that hill involve entertainment or athletics we're finished long before.
The question of “old-age art” is mysterious and perennially fascinating. Creative artists who continue to work
late in life so often seem to undergo a sea change: a distillation, a new ...
One of the country's leading literary scholars, explores the fascinating question of why some people's creative
talents flourish with age while others' fade.
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